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Foreword

I am delighted as the Chair of Trident’s Housing Board
to contribute the Foreword to this overview of Trident’s
approach to researching the views of our residents 
and service-users and responding positively to what
they tell us are their priorities for improvement. That’s
why we have chosen ‘Listening and Learning’ as the
title of this report. It shows how we have undertaken
quantitative and qualitative research over many years
allocating considerable resources to discovering what
residents and communities think of Trident’s work
across a wide range of activities and geographies. 

Stretching back more than a decade, we have
undertaken a range of surveys and listening exercises,
such as focus groups and scrutiny panels, to enable 
us to respond to existing and emerging needs,
changing aspirations and new realities on the ground.
At a time when housing associations are tackling the
consequences of welfare reform, requirements to
improve our value for money and to measure the social
value we create in some of the most disadvantaged
communities across the country, it is vital that we have
accurate information about who we house and provide
services for, and how we can help improve lives, life
chances and community well-being.

It is in-depth research into what our residents want that
inspired the recent publication of our ground-breaking
Social Investment Strategy ‘Grounded Growth,
Dedicated Delivery’ which seeks to create a new type
of social housing organisation placing the generation 
of social value at its heart. Our research has further
shown the priorities of residents to cluster around
needs for some basic support to sustain their tenancies
and make a property into a home. So we are now busy
compiling a detailed delivery plan to bring into being 
the ambitions set out in the Social Investment Strategy
and fashioning a comprehensive set of key
performance indicators to ensure we deliver on our
promises to residents.

Our research has also revealed that many of Trident’s
residents are acutely disadvantaged and are being
disproportionately affected by the austerity of the last
few years. The number of low income, homeless and
multiple need households we are accommodating is
growing. Despite this, we have managed to maintain 
an upwards trend in satisfaction across virtually all
aspects of our housing management service. But 
we want to improve even more in the coming years.
Further research is in the pipeline and we have
successfully implemented ongoing tracker surveys 
for all key housing management services.

I would like to thank the Trident Housing Board
members, housing staff and especially residents 
who took part in our research and for supporting 
the production of this overview report.

Abigail Robson
Chair of the Trident Housing Board
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Introduction

The report’s title ‘Listening and Learning’ reflects
Trident’s aspiration to be a highly communicative and
reflective organisation, placing the views of residents
and communities at the centre of our corporate
planning. To make this aspiration a reality, we have
invested annually in research that actively seeks the
views of our customers and the neighbourhood in
which they live, developing a range of consultative 
tools including surveys, scrutiny panels and focus
groups that go way beyond customer satisfaction to
encompass economic viability, quality of life and
community well-being.

This report summarises not only the comprehensive
range of results from last year’s STAR PLUS survey but
also 20 month of results from our repairs and lettings
tracker surveys. In addition, we now have more than
ten years of in-depth data with the STAR PLUS survey
building on STATUS surveys in 2003, 2006 and 2009,
and surveys of financial exclusion undertaken in the
winters of 2010/11 and 2013/14. 

All in all, more than 5,000 residents have taken part in
surveys and around 250 in 18 focus groups with topics
ranging from Trident’s repairs service to welfare reform.
We also have a 30 strong scrutiny panel which has had
extensive training, including how to understand and
interpret statistics, key performance indicators,
spreadsheets and trend graphs.

All of this research has contributed unique and crucial
perspectives from those whom we serve about the
work and future trajectory of Trident: Especially in terms
of delivering on our social investment mission which is
now very much a priority. Alongside, we have received
suggestions for improvements from residents overall
and from segmented cohorts so that we can gauge
differentials in service delivery and varying needs from
disparate groups – for example based on ethnicity,
disability, gender, lifestyle, age and economic status.
This makes the results from our ten years of research
highly valuable management tools which we are utilising
constantly and on which we intend to build upon in the
years to the end of the decade.

This report provides not only in-depth analyses of the
views and priorities of our customers but also
synthesises key findings and conclusions in a set of
clear messages around which Trident can act to
improve the experience and well-being of our residents
and service-users to deliver the Group’s Corporate Plan
and Social Investment Strategy. It provides an
invaluable resource for our Housing Board and senior
housing team to understand the needs, requirements,
aspirations and determinants of future life chances of
our customers and communities. 

John Morris
Chief Executive
Trident Social Investment Group
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The report seeks to provide an overview of Trident’s
journey over the last ten years in listening to residents
and stakeholders and shaping future strategy. The
report draws upon a range of information and feedback
provided through various surveys of residents, service-
users and stakeholders. ‘Listening and Learning’ also

illustrates how these various data sources link into the
development of Trident’s Corporate Plan, its Social
Investment Strategy and its future delivery of corporate
and social investment objectives: especially under its
five priorities of food, fuel, furniture, finance and futures.
This integration is shown in the figure below.

A Ten Year Journey 

Delivery 
Trident
‘5Fs’

VFM/£-Stretch
Housing Associations

Charities
Social Enterprises

Social Audit
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Expectations’

Resident &
Stakeholder
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‘Listening and 
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Corporate Plan
‘Becoming a 

Beacon of Hope’

Social 
Investment 
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‘Grounded Growth, 
Dedicated Delivery’
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Trident’s Commitment to Involvement

For a decade and more, Trident has invested extensively
in resident and stakeholder research that informs
Trident’s corporate development while enabling the
Trident Social Investment Group to exert influence on its
operating environment. This research has ranged from
large-scale and community surveys to a range of
listening exercises. Over the last ten years, Trident has
set in motion:

• 850 respondent residents postal STATUS survey
in 2003.

• 550 respondent residents interview STATUS PLUS
and quality of life survey as part of a 1,800
respondent survey with the Matrix Housing
Partnership, undertaken in 2006.

• 1,100 respondent postal STATUS PLUS survey,
carried out in late 2009, relating to Trident
residents and Trident Reach (Trident’s care and
support charity) service-users who hold tenancies.

• 252 respondent interview survey undertaken in
Birmingham in 2011 on debt and financial
exclusion while repeating core STATUS questions
on satisfaction and VFM.

• Eighteen focus groups with residents since 2006
and training of tenants in research and social
audit skills plus investment in an embryonic
tenant research employment and training vehicle.

• STAR PLUS survey with a 600 tenant sample via
interviews in 2012/13.

• Tracker surveys of samples of surveys of repairs
recipients (around 1 in 10) and lettings (around 
2 in 3) – in excess of 1,500 interviews undertaken
to date.

• 306 respondent interview survey undertaken in
Birmingham in 2014 on debt and financial
exclusion while repeating core STATUS questions
on satisfaction and VFM.
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Trident’ mission is to operate as a ‘Beacon of Hope’
since its research points to Trident progressively housing
a more disadvantaged tenant group

• Average residents’ income is only 72 per cent the
real terms value it was in 2002/03. The actual
average income today is just £7,750 per annum
with 58 per cent of households have incomes
below £5,200 compared with 49 per cent a decade
before. Some 97 per cent of residents have no
savings in contrast to 78 per cent in 2002/03.

• The proportion of working residents has fallen
from 31 to 19 per cent with a slight increase in
part-time working. The number of Job Seekers
has increased significantly. Housing Benefit
eligibility has risen from 69 to 89 per cent. 
The number of those ‘at home not seeking work’
has risen marginally from 10 to 12 per cent. 

• Lettings made to homeless households have
grown more than fourfold from 8 to 53 per cent
over the ten year period. This is linked to the
growth in lettings to younger, mainly male
applicants coming via the supported housing
route with the number of women-headed
households falling from 50 to 35 per cent.

Becoming a Beacon of Hope’: 
Tackling Disadvantage

Table (1) – Trident’s Lettings: Key Indicators of Disadvantage (2002/03 and 2012/13) 

Key Indicators Lettings Lettings 
of Disadvantage 2002/03 2012/13

Average (Mean) Net Household Income – Actual £145 £149

Average (Mean) Net Household Income – Real Terms (RPI Adjusted) £145 £104

Net Household Incomes Below £100 Per Week 49% 58%

Having No Savings 78% 97%

Economically Active 48% 18%

Job Seekers 30% 42%

Not Seeking Work 10% 12%

Eligible for Housing Benefit 69% 89%

Homeless Prior to Letting 12% 53%

From a BME Background 25% 42%

Single Person Households 43% 70%

Women-Headed Households 50% 35%

Lone Parent Families 21% 10%

Limiting Long-Term Illness 14% 13%

‘
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At the same time as housing a disadvantaged resident
group, Trident has maintaining improving levels of
resident satisfaction across a range of services, as
shown in the table below.

Residents’ assessment of the value for money for the
rent they pay has dropped by 2 per cent over the last
three years to stand at 74 per cent. This is 11 per cent
higher over the ten year period and compares
favourably with other social landlords nationally and
regionally. Residents’ satisfaction with their homes
remains high (at 86 per cent) and is above average 
for social landlords nationally and in the Midlands.
Satisfaction with the neighbourhood is higher than 
in 2003/04 by 9 per cent and 2 per cent higher than
three years ago.

Residents’ satisfaction with Trident’s repairs and
maintenance service is higher than in 2009/10 (at 73
per cent) which is about average for social landlords
nationally and regionally and represents a 9 per cent
increase over the decade. Tracker surveys running 
from April 2012 show that greater levels of satisfaction
with the last repairs received (at 84 per cent) and in
improved service measured at +14 per cent).

Rising Satisfaction

Table (2) – Comparisons of Resident Satisfaction Over Time

STAR % Change % Change
Key Performance Indicators National Midlands PLUS 2003/04- 2009/10-

(2012/13) 2012/13 2012/13

Satisfaction with 81% 79% 74% +7% +1%
overall service delivery

Satisfaction with 81% 78% 86% +6% +1%
overall quality of the home

Satisfaction with 82% 79% 79% +9% +2%
neighbourhoods

Rent good 74% 69% 71% +11% -2%
value for money

Satisfaction with 75% 71% 73% +9% +1%
the repairs service

Satisfaction residents’ views 54% 46% 65% +42% +2%
are taken into account
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Trident has also introduced innovative tracking surveys
over the last three years which enable progress with
resident satisfaction with repairs and lettings to be
charted within a few weeks of these services being
received by residents.

Repairs Tracker
Resident satisfaction is highest for those aspects of the
repairs service related to the actual work, such as
attitude of repairs operatives, which runs at 94 per
cent, and lowest with those elements relating to waiting
times, at 66 per cent. Satisfaction with last repair ran at
84 per cent – slightly ahead of satisfaction with overall
repairs service, at 82 per cent. Residents believing that
the repairs service had improved over the last six
months exceeded those who thought it had worsened
by 14 per cent. Sixty-two per cent thought that the
service had stayed the same.

Satisfaction with Lettings
Some 92 per cent of residents are satisfied with the
way Trident administered their housing application. 
A further 91 per cent were satisfied with their waiting
time for housing. Of those who received the Trident
Welcome Guide, 83 per cent found it useful. 

New residents were asked how they heard about
Trident. It is clear from answers here that informal
networks are important with 24 per cent saying that
they heard about Trident from family or friends. A further
42 per cent said ‘other’ covering social workers, prison
and probation services, hostels and a miscellany of
others. Nine per cent heard about Trident from local
councils, 8 per cent from other housing associations, 
8 per cent via Trident’s offices and 5 per cent from
advice centres.

Satisfaction with Tenancy Support Services
Satisfaction ranged from 92 per cent for advice on
tenancy matters to 51 per cent for help with moving
home. Support with financial and money matters
scored highly, at 80 per cent. Satisfaction with furniture
was lower, at 73 per cent, although still relatively robust.
This may relate to the varied furniture packages
available over the period which range from full
packages provided by professional suppliers to
provision of charitable donations.

Tracking Trident’s Performance

Chart (1) – Trident Repairs Tracker – Satisfaction With Repairs
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Trident’s commitment to listening to residents and
communities has been thoroughly researched. And
Trident is the only housing associations that has asked
what those the Group houses wish to be called.

Contact Points
Some 77 per cent of residents had been in contact with
Trident in the last two years with 75 per cent of these
contacts being by phone, 20 per cent at Trident’s
offices and 5 per cent by email or text. Seventy-two 
per cent of contact instances were related to repairs. 
Ten per cent of contacts related to enquiries about
welfare benefits and a further 9 per cent to disputes
with neighbours. Only 5 per cent concerned transfers
and exchanges. Seventy-nine per cent of residents
found contacting the right Trident officer easy and 
80 per cent say that the officer was friendly and helpful.
Satisfaction with how Trident deals with enquires has
improved too.

What’s in a Name?
While much of the housing world has persisted in
calling the people it houses as customers, even where
this might be inappropriate because of a lack of choice
or a price mechanism, Trident decided to ask the
people it houses in survey and focus groups how they
like to be addressed. This research shows that the
people Trident accommodates prefer to be called

‘residents’ rather than customers, tenants or clients –
they have been referred to residents throughout this
report. This is mainly because ‘residents’ gives them
comparable status with home owners and places them
in a community location rather than as consumers of
services only.

What Residents Want
Ninety-five per cent of residents wish to be kept
informed by Trident’s tenants’ newsletter, indicating 
that it is a very popular means of communication.
Letters and flyers are popular channels of information
flow from Trident according to 74 per cent of tenants.
Face-to-face and postal surveys are almost as popular
but telephone surveys are not. Some 25 per cent 
want to use Trident’s website or email as a means 
of communication, 12 per cent are keen on ‘texting’
and 7 per cent on social media.

Twenty-nine per cent of residents would like
involvement in a committee to oversee their
neighbourhood or estate, 25 per cent would consider
involvement in a participation group or scrutiny panel,
and 18 per cent wish to have some involvement in
Trident’s management committee structure. Thirty-six
per cent would like to know more about direct
management of their homes – via tenant management
organisations or tenant co-operatives for instance.

Communication between Trident and its Residents
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Most of Trident’s surveys go beyond seeking
satisfaction ratings only: they explore community issues
and quality of life priorities of residents to inform
Trident’s social investment approach.

Community Problems
The main causes of complaints from residents about
their neighbourhoods focus upon rubbish and litter,
inadequate car-parking, problems with neighbours, and
anti-social behaviour.

Quality of Life Priorities
Quality of life priorities have been reordered by
residents in the last three years, possibly reflecting the
changing resident group and external factors such as
austerity, unemployment and welfare reform. While
better health and wellbeing still top the list of residents’
priorities, greater financial security has risen from 35 to
49 per cent and better training and education has
climbed from 23 to 42 per cent. Obtaining employment,
access to ICT and the internet and better leisure and
sports facilities are also noticeable climbers.

Residents’ Quality of Life

Chart (2) – %  Residents' Quality Of Life Priorities 
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Learning

Listening to the concerns and priorities of residents has
led Trident to develop its Social Investment Strategy,
launched in 2013, and built around the ‘5Fs’ of food,
fuel, furniture, finance and futures. Implementation
strategies and plans are currently being developed
around each of these resident priorities. But progress
has been made on each during 2013/14. Progress is
shown here:

Food
Trident is a major supporter of food banks in the
Midlands and runs food support and distribution
services from some of its care and support schemes
through its charitable subsidiary Trident Reach. Trident
is also exploring how the creation of food co-operatives
with residents would improve affordable food supply
while offering residents opportunities to manage 
social enterprises.

Fuel
Trident has already made strides in tackling fuel poverty
among residents, who in many cases have low and
stagnant incomes, and are highly susceptible to 
above inflation fuel price hikes. Neighbourhood heating
schemes and improvements in thermal efficiency are
two responses. Refurbishment of Trident House, 
a tower block in Birmingham city centre, will place 
a premium on more efficient heating systems.

Furniture
Residents say that the provision of furnished tenancies
would help them significantly to turn a property into a
home and reduced pressure on household finances. 
So Trident is committed to offering at least 300
furnished homes – about 10 per cent of its housing –
over the next three years. Alongside, Trident is working
with a major furniture-based social enterprise to provide
community-focussed and affordable furniture shops in
the Midlands.

Finance
Surveys tell Trident that residents’ reliance upon high-
cost credit is a major drain on their household incomes
with growing debt a problem. Building on its highly
successful money advice service, Trident is determined
to offer further support to reduce financial exclusion.
Trident’s ROSY – Rewards, Online Savings for You –
scheme with Incahoot is a free money saving website
designed to save residents hundreds of pounds. 
Digital inclusion is being furthered through Trident’s
introduction of Wi-Fi on its estates.

Futures
This encompasses health and wellbeing, employment
and training. Here Trident has developed a well-
rounded tenancy support service to aid its residents
across a range of support areas. Health and wellbeing
support is also offered through Trident Reach. 
In addition, employment and training opportunities 
are offered across the Group with apprenticeships,
internships, training programmes and the development
of commercial and social enterprises helping residents
fulfil their aspirations.
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Looking Ahead

As a growing Group of social businesses committed to
meeting the needs of the most disadvantaged
communities in the Midlands, Trident has shown a
unique ten year commitment to listening to residents
and communities, listening to what they say and then
acting upon their priorities. That’s how Trident’s ‘social
investment’ approach to enacting its ‘Beacon of Hope’
mission came about. Residents and communities are
highly supportive of the Group’s ‘social investment’
work, which is now engrained in Trident’s DNA.

Trident’s research and listening exercises are vital for a
Group of organisations committed to tackling
disadvantage, improving social justice and promoting
diversity. ‘Listening and Learning’ has shown that
improvements in resident satisfaction across all service
areas despite a challenging operating environment, the
debilitating effects of austerity and welfare reform on
Trident’s resident and communities, and rising housing
needs an homelessness.

So Trident’s commitment to listening to residents and
communities will continue and be extended. Already,
new scrutiny panels, for procurement for example, are
being established. Others are due. Trident’s tracker
surveys and bi-annual STAR PLUS surveys will be built
upon. Ongoing focus groups around financial exclusion
and debt will provide useful insights to the changing
quality of life of residents and the neighbourhoods
where they live.

Yet the vision for the future is introducing more direct
control and management of Trident’s housing and
community assets. Much of Trident’s ‘social investment’
stance rests upon empowering residents and enabling
community control. This is the next stage on Trident’s
‘Listening and Learning’ journey from 2015. By the end
of the decade Trident aims to foster greater levels of
community management of housing to help build social
capital, enhance employability and fulfil aspiration. This
is the future of social housing – as community enablers
and guardians of residents’ futures.
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Trident Social Investment Group, 239 Holliday Street, Birmingham B1 1SJ. www.tridentsocialinvestmentgroup.com 
Switchboard: 0121 633 4633. Freephone (from BT landline) 0800 111 4944. Mobile (reduced rate) 0300 123 1113.
Out of hours, emergency repairs and to report anti-social behaviour: 0121 643 6060. 

PRODUCED BY SWS COMMUNICATIONS.

We need to know what language you speak, to ensure that we can provide you with language support
if required. If you only speak, read or write one of the following languages please indicate which one to
a member of our staff, or call us on 0121 633 4633.


